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Mutant: Year Zero - The Last Ark 
Live post-apocalyptic events on an island outside of Stockholm 
 

 
 

First Ever Official Mutant: Year Zero Live Roleplaying Trilogy 
Launches Living Arts Centre on an Island Near Stockholm.  
 
This summer, experience something extraordinary. Step a century into the future and join The 
Last Ark - a fully immersive event-series, taking place in a post-apocalyptic, mutated version of 
Stockholm after the world as we know it has ended.  

Found yourself lately, looking around and wondering how you’ll make it after the collapse of 
society? This is your chance to find out! Except, in a fun way! 

The Last Ark is based on the classic Swedish roleplaying game Mutant, and let’s you live for a 
long weekend as a mutant hero or villain. When buying a ticket, you get a character to play (or 
write your own), and after you’ve put together your survival gear and costume, you get 
transported to the island for drama workshops before the action starts. 

”Immersive roleplaying is like playing cops and robbers, but for grownups. Or like being 
inside a computer game or TV show. You sneak, argue and dive for cans of food for 
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”real” instead of watching a screen or pressing buttons. It’s a great way to get a total 
break from our strange ”normal” reality and build a new world together for three-four 
days,” says The Ark’s veteran games and participation- designer, Martin Ericsson.  
 
Artist and club organizer Gandalf Adelbrant is excited to work in a project that is about living 
inside a work of art: “Participation is the key to new installation-based art. As we and our mutant 
co-creators clash and construct a real junk city, we bring in a selection of artists and architects 
to help explore new ways to live in a world that restarts from zero.”  
 
This Westworld-like experience is the first on the Living Arts Centre and is made possible 
through a combination of a generous arts grant from Kulturnämnden of Sweden, support from 
fans and tickets sales.  
 
This is the first time one of the classic Swedish tabletop roleplaying settings of the 80’s and 90’s 
(like Drakar och Demoner, Mutant Chronicles, KULT to name a few) becomes live action 
roleplaying. Original creators Gunilla Jonsson and Michael Petersén had this to say about their 
creations and their usefulness as agents of change;  
 
"In 1983, when we envisioned the first version of Mutant, the world seemed to teeter on the 
brink of nuclear war. Fear of devastation and radiation gave birth to dreams of mutants and 
sentient animals, and of robots left behind when the old world died. Today we have another fear 
– we are facing an ecological disaster. But our mutated heroes from 1983 seem equally fit to 
meet this new threat. Perhaps we need to reinvent ourselves and mutate, both as society and 
individuals, to stand a chance in the bleak future that awaits us and all our fellow creatures on 
earth." 
 
Fredrik Malmberg, CEO of Cabinet Entertainment, who spearheaded the Swedish games 
industry in the 80s and 90s with the company “Äventyrsspel”, reflects: 
 
”Mutant: Year Zero carries the torch perfectly more than 35 years after the original game release 
in Swedish. It has set the backdrop to video games, fiction, short films and now a thrilling 
immersive event series. The original RPG was such an inspiration to creative kids who grew up 
to become formidable creators on their own. We look forward to seeing what Martin and his 
team will come up with and add to this ever growing world that is Mutant.” 
 
The lead organizers behind The Last Ark, Gandalf Adelbrant, Martin Ericsson and Freja 
Gyldenstrøm, are no strangers to participatory arts. Over the past decade they have explored 
the boundaries between art, performance, games and parties with works like “Inside Hamlet”, an 
adaptation of Shakespeare’s classic at the actual Elsinore Castle; the 5th edition of the classic 
“Gothic-Punk” roleplaying game, “Vampire: The Masquerade”; the legendary Stockholm club 
“Kruthuset”; “College of Wizardry” and “Monitor Celestra”. Expect something extra, designer 
Freja Gyldenstrøm teases. 
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https://www.insidehamlet.com/
https://www.geeknative.com/66802/vampire-the-masquerade-becomes-only-the-second-rpg-to-win-the-origins-award-twice/
https://www.residentadvisor.net/club.aspx?id=10787
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-europe-32263150/harry-potter-style-wizardry-school-comes-to-life-in-poland
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twPyY8chalQ


 

”The first event, Crash, begins in a claustrophobic pressure cooker, inside an actual ship. As the 
story progresses, the Ark crashes on the island and the crew will have to confront their own 
fears, needs and dreams as they rebuild their society from scratch. The Ark crew and the 
survivors they meet in the two last events shape the overall story… but there’ll be some major 
twists along the way. Let’s just say the island is so damn cool it has become a character in its 
own right.” 
 
Get your ticket now at www.mutantzone.com 
Early Bird tickets from 1500-2000 SEK / €140-190 
Heavily reduced builder tickets to be released soon! 

Dates: CRASH: June 25-28  I  ADAPTION: August 19-23  I  CELEBRATION: September 17-20 
Location: A small, isolated island outside of Stockholm, where nature has claimed the old 
industrial structures and ships lay stranded on the shore. Read more about Stora Höggarn here: 
https://www.dn.se/nyheter/sverige/oligarken-som-ager-en-o-i-stockholm/ 
 
Read more on immersive theatre and the tradition og nordic larp here:  
https://nordiclarp.org/ 
 
For further questions, more pictures and to set up a time to visit the site, contact:  
organizers@mutantzone.com 
 
 
 SKÄRGÅRDSZONEN AB   
 

Cabinet Entertainment         
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